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A Network Celebrity Identification and Evaluation Model Based on Hybrid Trust Relation
Weijin JIANG, Jiahui CHEN, Yuhui XU
Abstract: Trust-based celebrity user identification is the key to the industry's reputation for electronic word of mouth. However, trust and mistrust are independent and
coexistent concepts. In this context, we need to consider the existence of the two kinds of user relations brought about by the impact. This paper analyzes the characteristics
of trust and distrust in social networks, and gives formal descriptions of trust networks, untrusted networks, and mixed trust networks. Based on the indicators such as degree
distribution, correlation coefficient, and matching coefficient, the structural properties of mixed trust networks are studied. Based on the PageRank algorithm, the HTMM
metrics affecting users under the mixed trust network environment are proposed. Finally, the validity of HTMM is verified through a real data set containing trust and distrust.
Experimental results show that the results of HTMM's celebrity user identification method still have a low level of trust.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the application and popularization of Web 2.0
technology, there have been online social networks such as
Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Sina Weibo and Renren. More
and more people are willing to express their views through
social networks, make friends or seek help. In this
environment, companies can use the online social network
in the impact of the user to expand their brand awareness,
improve business sales. The study shows that 78% of the
social networking community is willing to accept products
or services recommended by others, and the proportion of
businesses dedicated to social network marketing has
increased from 23% in 2009 to 31% in 2010 [1]. So, the
impact of user discovery is one of the important elements of
social network analysis.
Users will face greater risk and uncertainty in virtual
online social networking environments, not only to make
trust the focus of attention in academia and industry, but
also to make mistrust a common phenomenon in a social
network environment [2]. From the overall impact of user
decision-making, the role of trust and distrust alike is a
mechanism for users to simplify decisions and deal with
risks. However, in the user’s decision-making process,
mistrust does play a more important role than trust, and the
effect of distrust changes on decision making is more
significant [3]. User trust and mistrust constitute a user trust
network [4]. Therefore, the method of user identification
based on trust needs not only to consider the trust
relationship among users, but also to consider the
relationship between users.
However, the current user-based identification method
based on trust is mainly through the construction of user
trust network, according to demographic information found
that affect the user, and do not consider the impact of
distrust on the identification of the impact of the user. Li et
al. proposed a trust mechanism to evaluate the trust values
between online social network users and build user trust
networks, and use artificial neural networks to identify
users [5]. Zhang et al. converged with user trust networks
with user reviews on network recognition in online social
networks affecting users [6]. Xu and others based on the
user trust network to study the joint influence identification
of the user group, affecting the user [7]. The above study
only identifies the impact of users based on the trust
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relationship between users. In recent years, some studies
have found that the relationship between trust and distrust
is to reveal the contradictory community of human
interaction and exchange. It is the duality of the same thing
and has distinct nature and characteristics [8-10]. In the
hybrid trust network, the user receives both the favor (trust
relationship) from the end user and receives the disapproval
vote (no trust relationship) [11]. Therefore, the study has
only considered the trust relationship between users and
ignore the relationship between the user’s mistrust, so that
a greater impact on the impact of the user has also been
identified. If the enterprise based on these users of
electronic word of mouth marketing, will lead to its brand
awareness and sales performance is difficult to achieve the
desired goal.
This paper focuses on the impact of fusion trust and
distrust on user identification methods. In addition,
affecting the user through its network structure affect the
online social network of other users view and decision. In
this paper, we analyze the characteristics of the relationship
between trust and distrust of users in hybrid trust networks,
and study the structural properties of hybrid trust networks
based on the degree distribution of trust and distrust, the
correlation coefficient of trust and distrust, and the hybrid
model.
Based on the PageRank algorithm, the HTMM index of
the influencing user’s influence in the hybrid trust network
environment is designed by combining the trust network
and the distrust network. The method of recognizing the
user based on HTMM is put forward. Finally, the validity of
the method is verified by comparing the performance of
user identification method and benchmark method based on
HTMM in real social network data set.
2

RESEARCH ON TRUST AND DISTRUST IN DIFFERENT
DISCIPLINES

Since the sixties of the twentieth century, trust as a
mechanism for simplifying the relationship complex has
attracted the attention of scholars of different disciplines.
Researches have a deeper understanding and understanding
of the definition, nature, function and type of trust,
especially the origin of trust, the origin of personality and
the origin of culture, and formed more consensus. Based on
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the relevant research, we introduce the research on trust in
different disciplines.
Sociology believes that trust is an aspect that all social
relations will contain, which indicates the expectations of
the future. It is more concerned about the behavioral
interaction between individuals, emphasizing the impact of
social interaction on trust [12-14]. And psychology has
studied the trust from the psychology and behavior [15].
From a psychological point of view, the traditional
psychologists believe that trust is a belief, expectation or
deeply rooted in the personality of the human emotions, is
a social learning through the formation of relatively stable
personality traits. From the point of view of behavior, social
psychology holds that trust is the individual psychology and
behavior generated by the specific context stimulus. In
contrast to sociology and psychology of trust research,
economics advocates economic rationality, and believes
that trust is the result of individual rational calculation,
which treats trust as computational trust [16]. In addition,
the study of management argues that trust is an interactive
bilateral relationship, and emphasizes that trust is the
expectation of the believer’s behavior on the behavior of the
believer and has an impact on the interest of the believers
[17]. In the field of information science scholars believe that
if an entity is credible, then all the behavior of the entity and
its results are predictable, the behavior state is measurable,
the behavioral results are assessable, behavioral
abnormalities are controllable. The credibility of an entity
is described mainly from the perspective of identity
credibility, ability trustworthiness and behavior
trustworthiness [18-20].
Contrary to the positive study of trust, scholars are less
concerned about the opposite of trust that is distrust. This is
mainly because people have always believed that distrust is
the opposite of trust, with similar causes and consequences
[19]. Therefore, people think that understanding the trust
can understand the mistrust. In recent years, however,
researchers have found that distrust, as the opposite of trust
is not a simple antithesis to the same structure of trust as is
traditionally known, but rather a concept that separates and
coexists with each other [20].
From the different disciplines of trust and mistrust
research can be found, psychologists, according to the
psychological paradigm of the traditional paradigm,
understand trust/mistrust as individual psychological
events, focus only on cognitive and distrustful cognitive
content and behavioral performance, without considering
the impact of social environmental factors [23]. And
sociologists believe that trust and mistrust are the same
important concepts in social relations and are social
phenomena associated with social structures and cultural
norms. It studies both trust and mistrust among individuals,
and studies the trust and mistrust between large groups of
social groups, while focusing on the role of trust and
mistrust. Management scholars believe that trust/mistrust is
the result of an expectation and interaction between
individuals or between individuals and organizations. On
the basis of the above research results, this paper also
considers the relationship between trust and distrust, studies
the structural nature of hybrid trust network, finds the
relationship between trust and mistrust of online social
network users, and puts forward the method of recognizing
users in hybrid trust network environment.
Tehnički vjesnik 25, 4(2018), 1136-1143

3

THE METHOD OF USER IDENTIFICATION IN HYBRID
TRUST NETWORK ENVIRONMENT
3.1 Statement of Problem
According to the above research, there are both trust
and distrust in the social network environment. Identify the
negative impact of the larger users, the impact of the user
there is more distrust of the end user, indicating that the
user’s point of view is difficult to be accepted by other
users. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate user trust
relationship and non-trust relationship, and propose a novel
method to adapt the user identification method in hybrid
trusted network environment. This paper presents a formal
description of the concept of user trust network, user
distrust network, hybrid trust network and so on. On this
basis, the research question of this paper is described as
follows:
Definition 1 User Trust Network UTN = (VT, T, Wt) is
a 3-tuple, and VT represents the node set that the user trusts
the network; T = |(ui, uj, ωt)|ui ∈ VT ∧ uj ∈ VT ∧ ωt ∈ Wt
denotes the trust relationship between the user trust network
nodes, ui T uj denotes the node ui trust node uj; Wt denotes
the trust strength among the nodes in the trusted network.
Definition 2 User Distrust Network DIN =(VD, D, Wd)
is a 3-tuple, and VD represents the node set that the user
distrusts the network; D = {(ui, uj, ωd)|uj ∈ VD ∧ uj ∈ VD ∧
ωd ∈ Wd} indicates the distrust between nodes that do not
trust the network, ui D uj indicates that node ui does not trust
the node uj; Wd indicates that there is no trustworthiness
between nodes in any network.
Definition 3 Hybrid Trust Network MTN = (V, T, D,
Wt, Wd) is a 5-tuple, where V represents the set of nodes of
the hybrid trust network; T = {(ui, uj)|ui ∈ V ∧ uj ∈ V)}
represents the trust relationship between nodes in a hybrid
trust network. uj T ui represents the node ui trust node uj; D
= {(ui, uj)}|ui ∈ V ∧ uj ∈ V} is the distrust relationship
between the nodes in the hybrid trust network. ui D uj
represents the node ui distrust node uj; Wt represents the trust
strength between nodes in a mix trust network; Wd
represents the distrust between nodes in a hybrid trust
network. Obviously, UTN ⊆ MTN, DTN ⊆ MTN, i.e. user
trust network and user distrust network is a subnet of hybrid
trust network. A hybrid-trusted network environment
affects user identification. Suppose that MTN = (V, T, D, Wt,
Wd) represents a hybrid trust network that contains a user
trust relationship and a distrust relationship. u1, u2, ..., un ∈
V denotes a user in a hybrid-trusted network environment,
which requires that the Top k influencing users {I1, I2, ...,
Ik} be identified from {ul, u2, ..., un} according to the
influence rank; satisfying Inf1 > Inf2 > ... > Infk, where T is
hybrid trust network user influence, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}.
3.2 Structural Analysis of Hybrid Trust Networks

In order to study the recognition method of users in
hybrid trust network environment, firstly, the characteristics
of trust relationship and distrust relationship are analyzed,
and the structural properties of hybrid trust network are
studied. In this paper, four kinds of indicators are used to
study the structural properties of hybrid trust networks,
including the degree distribution of hybrid trust networks,
the correlation coefficients between trust and distrust under
hybrid trust networks, the cumulative distribution of distrust
1137
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and trust ratios under hybrid trust networks and the
coefficients of trust and distrust under hybrid trust
networks. The four indicators are described in detail below.
3.2.1 Degree Distribution of Hybrid Trust Networks
The degree distribution of hybrid trust networks
includes trust distribution and distrust distribution. Its
formal description is shown in Eq. (1) and (2),

trustDegree(u ) = ∑ trustee(u )

3.2.4 Hybrid Mode
The hybrid mode is used to measure the probability that
a user with a trust degree kr is connected to a user who does
not trust kd, including the correlation function knn and the
co-ordinate of trust and distrust. The correlation function knn
of trust and distrust is measured by the mapping between
the degree of trust and the average degree of distrust of all
nodes with the trust, as shown in Eq. (5).

(1)
=
knn (kout )

1
=
∑ u ku
u (u , v) = kout

(5)

Where trustee(u) represents the frequency at which the
1
kout
∑ V (u, v) ∈ AkinV
credit user u is trusted by other users, and=
the end user is the
v (u , v) ∈ A
other online user directly connected to the credit user u.

distrustDegree(u ) = ∑ distrustee(u )

(2)

Where distrustee(u) refers to the frequency at which the
credit user u is not trusted by other users.
3.2.2 The Correlation Coefficient between Trust and Distrust

Correspondingly, the co-ordinate is defined as the
Pearson correlation coefficient between users, where ji and
ki represent the degrees of the nodes at both ends of the ith
arc (including trust and distrust, i = 1, ..., M). As shown in
Eq. (6).
2

1
n
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1
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∑
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In the hybrid trust network environment, the
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2
relationship between trust and distrust can be calculated by
1
1
1
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(
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(
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+
∑ 2 i i  M ∑ i 1 2 i i 
the linear relationship between trust and distrust, i.e., =
the
M i 1=
correlation coefficient, as shown in Eq. (3).
n

(k i − kt )(kdi − kd )
∑
i =1 t
corr =
n
n
kti − kt ) 2 ∑ i 1 (kdi − kd ) 2
∑ i 1 (=
=

(3)

Where corr denotes the correlation coefficient; kt
denotes the trust degree of the user u; k denotes the
average value of the user’s trust; kd denotes the degree of
non-trust of the user u; and kd denotes the average value
of the user’s non-trust.
3.2.3 Cumulative Distribution of Trust and Distrust Ratio
In order to further study the correlation between trust
and distrust in the hybrid trust network environment, we can
calculate the cumulative distribution of trust and distrust
ration. As shown in Eq. (4), where R(p) represents the
cumulative distribution of trust and unbelief rations, kt
represents the trust of the user, and kd represents the user’s
unbelief.
R( =
p)

kt
>P
kd

(4)

According to the Eq. (3) and (4), if the user’s trust is
weakly related to the distrust and most of the user’s trust is
higher than its distrust, it means that in a hybrid-trusted
network environment, the user is more inclined to trust
users with high confidence.
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(6)

According to the Eq. (5), if the degree of trust and
distrust is an upward trend, it shows that there is a central
authority in the hybrid trust network environment.
According to the Eq. (6), if the co-ordinate is positive, it
indicates that the nodes with high degree of social
networking are more likely to connect, that is to say with
homology. If the co-ordinate is negative, it indicates that
nodes with small values are more likely to have high
connectivity values, that is, hybrid trust networks have
heterogeneity.
3.3 The Method of User Identification Based on Hybrid
Trust Network
3.3.1 The Index of User Influence under Hybrid Trust
Network
The metrics that affect the user are measures that
measure the size of the user’s influence in the social
network. The existing commonly used degree of central
indicators only consider the homogeneity of the relationship
between users, do not consider the heterogeneous
relationship, such as hybrid trust network contains both
trust and distrust relationship. To this end, we need to
design a new user impact metric that adapts to a hybrid trust
network.
The PageRank algorithm is primarily used to measure
the importance of a particular page in the Internet relative
to other pages in the search engine [21]. The algorithm is
also widely used to assess the importance of users in the
online social network [22]. The value of a page’s PageRank
(i.e., the number of votes) is derived from the importance of
all pages linked to it through a recursive algorithm. In this
algorithm, the association between web pages is only chain
in and out. However, in a hybrid-trusted network
Technical Gazette 25, 4(2018), 1136-1143
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environment, the vast majority of users have both trust and
distrust. Assume that the trust relationship indicates that the
vote is in favor of the vote and does not trust to vote against
it. In this case, the PageRank algorithm cannot be used
directly to measure the importance (influence) of the user in
a hybrid-fed network environment. Therefore, based on the
PageRank algorithm, this paper proposes a hybrid trust
modeling method (HTMM) indicator, which is used to
measure the importance of users in a hybrid-fed network
environment. The detailed calculation method is described
as follows.
Suppose Lucy, Ada, Alice, Bob and David form a
social network, as shown in Fig. 1.
The red arrow and the black arrow in Fig. 1 represent
the relationship of trust and distrust between the users. The
following describes how to calculate the HTMM value of
Alice’s hybrid trust as an example. Alice received trust from
three users, such as Lucy, Ada and Bob, and got a distrust
from David. Bob trusts Lucy and Alice. Similarly, Lucy
trusts both Ada and Alice. David believes that Bob includes
three other users, including Alice. Then, Alice’s MTPT
values are calculated as follows.
HTMM(Alice) = HTMM(Ada) + HTMM(Lucy)/2 +
+ HTMM(Bob)/2 − HTMM(David)/3.
By combining the above calculation process, the
HTMM value of any user in the hybrid trust network
environment can be calculated by the Eq. (7).
Ada

Trust relation
Distrust relation
Alice

Lucy

Bob

David

Figure 1 A toy for PageRank metric of mix trust

=
HTMM

MTPR(u j )

∑ uj∈T j trustDgree

j

− ∑ uk∈D

i

MTPR(uk )
trustDgreek

(7)
Among them, HTMM (uj) that the user ui hybrid trust
PageRank value, trustDegreej and distrustDegreek
represent the uj and uk’s trust and distrust respectively. Tj
represents the user set of the trusted user ui, and Di
represents the user set that does not trust the user uj.
Therefore, by fusing trust and distrust, the HTMM index
proposed in the paper can adapt to the measurement of user
influence in a hybrid trust network environment.
3.3.2 User Identification Method Based on HTMM
The user-based identification method based on the
impact of the user is based on the user's trust in the network
structure, by estimating the importance of the user to
discover the impact of the user. However, the hybrid trust
network environment has both trust between users and no
relationship. Therefore, considering only the trust
Tehnički vjesnik 25, 4(2018), 1136-1143

relationship and ignoring the relationship of distrust will
lead to the recognition of a higher negative impact on the
impact of the user. To solve this problem, this paper
improved PageRank algorithm [32] in the field of search
engine, according to the characteristics of user trust and
distrust between the hybrid trust network, proposed a user
identification method based HTMM in hybrid trust network,
as shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 User Identification Method Based on
HTMM
Input: User trust list Trust-list; user does not trust list
Distrust-list
Output: Hybrid trust in the network of user rankings
Variable: number of previous K users
1. TN×N, DN×N and GN×N are adjacency matrices that are
used to store trusted networks, distrust networks, and hybrid
trust networks, respectively, and N is the number of users
of hybrid trust networks.
2. for i=1 to N do
3. for j=1 to N do
4. if (ui, uj) ∈ Trust-list
5. tif=1; // Calculate the adjacency matrix of the trust
network
6. else tif=0;
7. if (ui, uj) ∈ Distrust-list
8. Dif=1; // Calculate the adjacency matrix of the distrust
network
9. else tij=0;
10. end for
11. for i=1 to N do
12. for j=1 to N do
13. gij=tij−Dij; // Calculate the adjacency matrix of hybrid
trust network
14. end for
15. for i=1 to N do
16. for j=1 to N do
17. C[i]=c[i]+g[i][j]; // Calculate the column sum of
adjacency matrices in hybrid trust network
18. r[i]=r[i]+g[j][i];// Calculate the row sum of adjacency
matrices in hybrid trust network
19. end for
20. for i=1 to N do
21. for j=1 to N do
22. δij=gijdtv c[i]; // Calculate the state transition matrix of
Markov
23. end for
24. Calculate equation α = ((X1,…, Xi)TA α= α, Σ X i = 1 //
i

α denotes the steady-state probability, defined as the HTMM
vector under the hybrid trust network, Xi denotes the
influence of the ith user.
25. Sort the descending order of α, output top k users
The algorithm mainly expresses the hybrid trust
network as a directed graph, where each user represents the
node of the directed graph; the trust/distrust relationship
between the users is the directed edge of the directed graph.
Assuming that the user in the hybrid trusted network
chooses to trust/distrust the next user’s process regardless
of the user who has trusted/distrusted the user in the past, it
only depends on the user who is currently trusted/distrusted.
Then the selection process of the user in the hybrid trust
network environment can be considered as a stochastic
1139
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4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
4.1 Experimental Data Set
The experiment uses Paolo Massa to obtain a public
data set for social networking Epinions.com [22]. Unlike
the data collected by Richardson from the University of
Washington, Paolo Massa’s data collection not only
contains trust relationships among users, but also contains
distrust relationship between users. This paper provides a
data base for the study of the structural nature of hybrid trust
networks and the methods that affect user identification in
a hybrid trust network. The author has studied the statistical
properties of the data and validated the sample set as the
sample validity of the Epinions.com and has been applied
in the field of trust-based recommendation systems [21].
The data set contains three files, namely, trust/distrust
information, comment author information and comment
score information. The data set contains 131829 users;
841372 trust or distrust relationships, of which 717667
trusts, 123705 distrusts; 85000 users get at least one trust or
distrust relationship; 1560144 reviews; 13668319 reviews
score.

trust and distrust ratio of users under hybrid trust networks.
According to the experimental results, when the ratio of
trust and distrust is 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1, the cumulative
distribution function values are 46.24%, 46.26%, 52.88%
and 63.46%. It can be seen that most of the user’s trust is
higher than its distrust, and only a small part of the user’s
trust is higher than the degree of distrust. The results of this
study show that users with low trust in the hybrid trust
environment are difficult to obtain the trust of other users,
that is, most users are likely to favor users with higher trust
than users who are not trustworthy. In order to further
validate this observation, the hybrid model and the
matching coefficient under the hybrid trust network are
studied below.
105
104
103

Frequency

process of finite state discrete time, and the state transition
process can be studied by using the user identification
method which affects the influence of trust and distrust in
Markov Chair. Through the equation of step 24, we can
compute the HTMM values of hybrid trusts for each user’s
steady state. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(N2).
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4.2 Research on the Structural Properties of Hybrid Trust
Network

103
102
101

100
10

10

Distrust

10

10

Figure 2 The degree distribution of mix trust network
1.2
Cumulative distribution function

Recent studies have shown that trust and mistrust are
revealing the relationship between human interaction and
exchange of contradictions, with different nature and
characteristics. According to the analysis method of hybrid
trust network structure given in Section 3, we use the
cumulative distribution of trust degree and distrust degree,
the cumulative distribution of trust and distrust rate and the
hybrid model to study the relationship between user trust
and distrust in hybrid trust network.
Fig. 2 shows the trust and distrust distribution of users
under hybrid trust networks. It can be seen that the user’s
distrust and trust are subject to the law of power
distribution, consistent with the literature [18], which the
user’s trust degree is 5.444, the variance is 1045.772; and
the unequal reliability is 0.93 83, the variance is 30.1014.
The experimental results show that the distrust relationship
among users is also widespread in the user trust network,
and there are different degrees of trust and distrust. The
above network characteristics indicate that there is a central
node user in a hybrid trust network, which can influence the
views or decisions of other users through the network
structure. These findings suggest that the impact of the
user's presence in a hybrid trust network and the need to
consider the impact of distrust relationships on the impact
of users.
The correlation coefficient between user trust and
mistrust calculated according to Eq. (3) is 0.3 704 (p-value
b≤0.001). The results show that the trust of the user under
the hybrid trust network is not strongly related to its distrust.
In addition, Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distribution of the

102

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.001

0.01

10
0.1
1
Trust degree to distrust degree

100

100

Figure 3 The cumulative distribution of trust degree to distrust degree ratio

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the results of the correlation
function kt of user trust and distrust in hybrid trust network,
where Fig. 4 shows the mapping between trust and the
average degree of distrust of all nodes with this trust. In the
Fig. 4, the abscissa indicates the degree of trust, and the
ordinate indicates the average of the degree of distrust.
Technical Gazette 25, 4(2018), 1136-1143
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Figure 4 Log-log plot of knn values over trust degree

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the user with low trust
degree is also low and the user with high trust still maintains
a low degree of distrust. In addition, Fig. 5 shows the
mapping between the degree of distrust and the average
trust of all nodes with the distrust. Among them, the
abscissa indicates the degree of distrust, and the ordinate
indicates the average of the degree of trust. It can be seen
from Fig. 5 that the user with high confidence is less
trustworthy; when the degree of distrust increases, the
average degree of trust will gradually become less. The
experimental results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that users are
more likely to believe in trustworthy users rather than those
who do not trust. The study found that the trust relationship
based on the identification of users not only need to
consider the impact of the user's trust relationship, but also
need to consider the impact of the user's relationship.
Rank
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Figure 5 Log-log plot of knn valves over distrust degree
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4.3 Influential User Identification and Evaluation in Hybrid
Trust Network Environment
In order to verify the validity of the influential user
identification method based on HTMM, we choose the
algorithm based on PageRank algorithm, degree centered
algorithm [22] and so on, and compare them with the
method proposed in the paper. The centrality algorithm uses
the centrality index to express the user's influence; the
PageRank algorithm uses the PageRank value to measure
the user's influence; and the HTMM algorithm uses the
HTMM value to indicate the user's influence size. The
experimental results are shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2,
respectively [23].

Table 1 The rank of top 20 influencers in mix trust networks
Based on the degree of center method
Based on the PageRank method
User Id
Influence
User Id
Influence
205639
1673
252420
14.67
200118
1536
480385
10.28
252420
1464
295491
9.87
253067
1295
205639
9.74
200338
1252
346777
8.61
295491
1246
306614
8.22
223677
1225
405503
7.84
204418
1222
562458
7.71
346777
1190
667808
7.66
243427
1139
471240580
7.47
204441
1067
200118
7.19
209674
1040
302444
7.02
355176
1027
394804
7.00
234885
1010
249990
6.94
207186
1001
243427
6.92
335034
989
3239350148
6.84
200500
936
232924
6.81
262868
839
257170
6.79
480385
890
372200
6.72
372535
872
335034
6.65

Tab. 1 lists the ranking of Top 20 impact users who have
been identified by the three methods of user identification
in the hybrid trust network. The user ID in the Tab. 1
represents the identification number of the user that affects
the user under the hybrid trust network, and the influence in
the Tab. 1 indicates the size of the user’s influence through
the above-mentioned different indicators. The data from the
Tab. 1 can be found in the Top 20 impact users, the three
affect the user identification method found a different
impact on the user. For example, user #200338 is
recognized as influencing a user in a degree centrality

20

Based on the HTMM method
User Id
Influence
295491
9.87
205639
9.74
346777
8.61
306614
8.22
405503
7.84
562458
7.71
667808
7.66
471240580
7.47
200118
7.19
302444
7.02
394804
7.00
249990
6.94
243427
6.92
3239350148
6.84
232924
6.81
257170
6.79
372200
6.71
335034
6.65
223677
6.63
253067
6.52

approach; however, it does not appear in the PageRank and
HTMM methods. In addition, among the Top 20 impact
users, the same impact users found have different rankings.
For example, the impact of user #295491 is ranked first in
the HTMM method, but ranked 6th and 3rd respectively
based on the degree-centric approach and based on the
PageRank method; affecting user #200118 ranked second
in the center-based approach, and ranked on the PageRank
method and the HTMM method are 11th and 9th
respectively.
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Algorithm
Degree
PageRank
HTMM

Top 10
Trust Distrust
degree degree
1324.2
78.8
731.7
50.6
930.7
47.4

Table 2 The top k influencer’s trust degree and distrust degree of different algorithms
Top 20
Top 30
Top 40
Top 50
Top 80
Trust Distrust Trust Distrust Trust Distrust Trust Distrust Trust Distrust
degree degree degree degree degree degree degree degree degree degree
1148.7
62.9
1041.5
56.6
966.0
57.8
909.9
52.7
792.2
47.1
826.9
48.3
802.4
44.9
741.6
40.9
687.7
43.7
645.9
46.8
894.2
43.6
825.4
39.6
779.5
38.3
740.4
36.2
690.9
38.8

In order to further verify the HTMM method based on
the hybrid trust network to identify the effectiveness of the
user, the following analysis of the three affect the user’s
trust and distrust. As shown in Tab. 2, where Degree
represents the degree-based algorithm, PageRank is based
on the PageRank algorithm; HTMM represents the HTMMbased algorithm. Tab. 3 shows the average trust and distrust
of Top 10, Top 20, Top 30, Top 40, Top 50, Top 80, and
Top 100 in a hybrid trust network. The data in the Tab. 2
can be seen that the degree centrality algorithm to identify
the user trust degree is the highest, but also have the highest
degree of distrust; the trust of the HTMM algorithm is lower
than that of the degree centrality algorithm, but its trust is
less than that of the HTMM algorithm. However, the trust
of HTMM algorithm is lower than that of degree-center
algorithm; its trust is the lowest among the three kinds of
user identification algorithms [16]. This is mainly because
the degree centrality algorithm only considers the trust
relationship under the hybrid trust network without
considering the distrust relationship between users. The
method mentioned in this paper also considers the
relationship between trust and distrust, so that the impact of
the users found in the high degree of trust at the same time,
with the lowest degree of distrust. Therefore, the proposed
HTMM based user identification method presented by this
paper shows a high ability.
5

CONCLUSION

The influence of user identification based on trust is the
key to enterprise’s word-of-mouth marketing. However,
trust and mistrust are independent and coexistent concepts,
which together constitute the user trust network. Therefore,
we need to consider both the user’s trust and mistrust in two
aspects, the study of hybrid trust network environment
affect the user’s identification method. In this paper, the
structural properties of hybrid trust networks are studied by
using the cumulative distribution of trust degree and distrust
degree, the cumulative distribution of trust and distrust ratio
and hybrid model. The study found that in a hybrid trust
network, users with low trusts are less likely to gain the trust
of other users, that is, most users are more likely to favor
higher-confidence users rather than those who do not trust.
In addition, hybrid trust networks exhibit heterogeneity
based on the co-ordination results of hybrid trust networks.
It is shown that nodes with small values are more likely to
have nodes with high connectivity values, both of which
show a negative correlation. Based on the PageRank
algorithm, this paper combines the trust and distrust
relationship, and puts forward the method of user
recognition based on HTMM. Experiments were carried out
on real data of Epinions.com, which included user trust and
distrust. The experimental results show that the influence of
user identification based on HTMM is that the user has a
low degree of distrust while maintaining a high degree of
trust. The research of this paper can provide decision1142

Top 100
Trust Distrust
degree degree
737.5
46
601.7
44.3
646.3
36.4

making basis for enterprises in the process of selection
based on trusted users.
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